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- Dvdrom Hldtst Dvdram Hldtst Dvdram Gsa
Hls Tst gt31d. hl-dt-st-dvdram-gt51n-ata-

device-driver-for-windows-10-64-bit/. Hldtst
dvdram hl-dt-st-dvdram-gt30n-ata-device-
driver-for-windows-10-32-bit/.Q: Set default
scope for all scopes in Grails 3.0.4 I would
like to set a default scope for all generated

scopes in my Grails 3.0.4 app. For example I
created the following data object: package

com.myapp.domain import
groovy.transform.ToString import
javax.persistence.Entity import

javax.persistence.GeneratedValue import
javax.persistence.Id @Entity class MyModel
{ String modelName String dataType String

preTag String dateFormat @Id
@GeneratedValue Long id static constraints
= { } static mapping = { table "my_model"

version false } String toString() {
modelName } } When I run the app, the

following generated getters and setters are
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inserted: getModelName() { MyModel.findBy
ModelName(this.modelName) } void

setModelName(String modelName) { MyMod
el.uniqueIndex().executeUpdate("UPDATE
my_model SET model_name =? WHERE

model_name =?", [modelName,
this.modelName]) this.modelName =

modelName } I would like to set the default
scope of the modelName property to be the
"default" scope (that is the defaultScope). I
tried setting the default scope for the data
class directly but it doesn't seem to work.

Can anyone suggest how to set the default
scope for all the generated getters and set
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